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the reader. A complete table of contents is shown at the beginning of each section and is
identified by a narrow black edge which can be located easily by fanning the pages. Each
section is paged independently, using the section number as the identifying prefix.
Section 1. Marriages
For the United States:
National trend dam.
Marriage totals and rates for each State, division, and region.
Marriage totals for each county or county equivalent.
Monthly marriage totals for each State, division, and region.
For the marriage-registration
area:
Marriages classified by major demographic characteristics of bride and
groom and by characteristics of marriages performed in each participating State; marriage rates specific for sex, age, and marital status.
Section 2. Divorces
For the United States:
National trend data.
Divorce totals and rates for each State, division, and region.
Divorce totals for each county or county equivalent.
Trend of national totals of children involved in divorce.
For the divorce-registration
area:
For each participating State, divorces classified by major demographic
characteristics
of husband and wife, characteristics of their marriage,
number of children, and legal items.
Section 3. Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (U.S.)
Marriage and divorce totals for each county or county equivalent.
Marriages classified by major demographic characteristics
of bride and
groom.
For Virgin Islands only, divorces and ammbnents classified by characteristics
of husband and wife, duration of marriage, and legal items.
Section 4. Technical Appendix
Historical and contemporary sources of marriage and divorce statistics, design of the samples of marriages and divorces and annulments, variability of
sample estfmates, and uniformity and completeness of the reporting forms
and the collected data. Tables of the population estimates used as bases for
rates.
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Distribution of Marriages by Resident Status of Bride and of Groom in State Where Married:
Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registratibn State, 1963
,
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Table l-13. Percentage

Distribution of First Marriages and Remarriages by Type of Ceremony Performed, by Age of
Bride and of Groom: Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963
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Table I-14. Percentage Distribution of First Marriages and Remarriages of Bride and of Groom, by Type of
Ceremony Performed: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963
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Table 1-15. Percentage Distribution of A!1 Marriages, First Marriages, and Remarriages of Bride and of Groom by
-Age at Marriage, and Median Age: Total of 22 Selected States, 1954-63
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Table l-16. Marriages by Marriage Order, Age, and Color of Bride and of Groom: Marriage-Registration Area, 1963
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Table l-18. Marriages by Marriage
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Table 1-18. Marriages by Marriage

Order and Age of Bride and of Groom: Each Marriage-Registration
1963~Con.
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Table l-16.

Marriages by Marriage

Order and Age of Bride and of Groom: Each Marriage-Registration
1963~Con.
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Table 1-19. Marriages

by Age of Bride, by Age ‘of Groom: Marriage-Registration
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Table l-20.

First Marriages

of Both Bride and Groom, by Age of Bride, by Age of Groom: Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963
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Table 1-21. Marriages

SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
by Age and Previous Marital Status of Bride, by Age of Groom (All
Grooms) : Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963

Grooms and Single

SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Table l-22. Marriages by Age and Previous Marital Status of Groom, by Age of Bride (All Brides and Single
Brides): Marriage-Registration Area, 1963
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Table l-23.
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by Age of Widowed and Divorced
Marriage-Registration

Brides, by Age of Widowed
Area, 1963
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Table 1-24. Marriages

by Age of White Bride and Groom and by Age of Nonwhite
Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963

Bride and .Groom:
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Table l-25.

SECTION 1-- MARRIAGES
Marriages

by Previous

Marital Status and Color of Bride and of Groom: Marriage-Registration
and Each Registration State, 1963
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Table l-25.
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and Each Registration State, 1963’Con.
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Table I-26. Marriages

by Number of This Marriage of Bride and of Groom: Marriage-Registration
Area and Eaoh
Registration State, 1963
(ByplaceOfoccllrreme.Basal(Issampledata.For sampledesignandsampling
vaariabilitg,
seeTFxhnica,
Appandix,
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Table l-28. Ma&ages
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Order and Age of Bride and of Groom, by Month
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Performed;
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Table l-29. Marriages by Marriage

Order and Color of Bride and of Groom, by Month Marriage
Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963
*I i@, see Technical Appendix.

Performed:

Figures iy color exclude data for Caliomia,

New Jersey,
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Table l-30.

SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Marriages by Day of Week Marriage

Performed: Marriage-Registration
1963

Area and Each Registration

State,
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Table 1-31. Marriages

by Resident Status of Bride and of Groom in State Where Married: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963
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Table l-32.

SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Marriages by Marriage Order and Age of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status of Bride and of
Groom in State Where Married: Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963
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SECTION I- MARRIAGES
Table l-32.

FIRm!

Marriages by Marriage Order and Age of Bride and of Groom, by Reside+ Status of Bride and of
Groom in State Where Married: Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963-Con.
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Table l-33.

Marriages

Order and Age of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status in State Where
Married: Marriage-Registrahon
Area, 1963
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Table l-34.. Marriages by Marriage Order of Bride and of Groom, by Nativity Status in State Where Married:
Marriage-Registration Area and Each Registration State, 1963
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Table l-34. Marriages

by Marriage Order of Bride and of Groom, by Nativity Status in State Where Married:
Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963-Con.
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Table l-34. Marrbges

(By

by Marriage Order of Bride and of Groom, by Nativity Status in State
Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963 -Con.
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variability,seeTechnical&,&ix.
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Table l-34. Marriages

by Marriage Order of Bride and of Groom, by Nativity Status in State Where Married:
Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963-Con.
exclurledatalOi@.yp&.oeof OclxlT~nce.Basedonsampledata.For sampledesigr.andsampting
variabilily,seeTechnicalAppendix.FortheMRA,aguresbymuvity StatUs
theni*ict of calumbia;thesedata*re iml”dedin notstatedI
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Table I-35.
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Marriages by Marriage Order, Resident Status, and Nativity Status of Bride and of Groom in State
Where Married: Marriage-Registration
Area, 1963
(ByplaceOfOCC”PPC”CB.
Based0” sampledata.ForsampleCleS‘gn
andsampling
variability,seeTechnical*ppendix.Figllresbynativity6iatuSexcludedatafor theDistrictOf
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Table l-36.

Marriages

by Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State ‘Where Married:

Each Marriage-Regisfrafion
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SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Table l-36.

Marriages by Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State Where Married:
State, 1963-Con.

Each Marriage-Registration
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Table I-36.

Marriages by Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State Where Married:
State, 1963-Con.

Each Marriage-Registration
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l-36.

Marriages by Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State Where Married:
State, 1963~Con.

Each Marriage-Registration
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Table l-36.

SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Marriages

by Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State Where Married: Each Marriage-Registration
State, 1963-Con.
ENPlaceof OCCulTenEe.
Basedmlsampledata.For sampledeSIgn
andsampullg
“ariabnity,seeTechnicalAppendix)
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Table l-36.

Marriages

bv Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State Where Married:
State, 1963rCon.

Each Marriage-Registration
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Marriages

by Nativity

Status and Resident Status in State Where Married:
State, 1963-Con.

Each Marriage-Registration
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Table 1-37. Marriages by Age of Bride and of Groom, by Previous Marital Status and Type of Ceremony
Performed: Marriage-Registration Area, 1963
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SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Marriages by Marriage Order of Bride and of Groom and Type of Ceremony
Registration Area and Each Registration State, 1963

Performed:
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Table l-38.

Marriages by Marriage Order of Bride and of Groom and Type of Ceremony
Registration Area and Each Registration State, 1963~Con.
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Table l-39. Marriages by Previous Marital Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status in State Where
Married, by Type of Ceremony: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963

Teclmical

(Based m, sample data. For sam& design and =mpling variability,
see
Appendix. Pigums for widowed and divorced exclnde #ata for Louistma, Mioblgan, and ado;
t&se data are included in not stated. Figures by type of ceremony excbde data for Kentucky and Ohio; these data are included in not stated)
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Table l-39. Marriages by Previous Marital Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status in State Where
Married, by Type of Ceremony: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963~Con.
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Table l-39. Marriages by Previous Marital Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status in State Where
Married, by Type of Ceremony: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration State, 1963-Con.
(Basedonsampledata.For sampledesignandsampling
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Table l-39. Marriages by Previous Marital Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status in State Where
Area and Each Registration State, 1963-Con.
Married, by Type of Ceremol : Marriage-Registration
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SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Table l-39. Marriages by Previous Marital ‘Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident Status in State Where
Married, .by Type of Ceremony: Marriage-Registratton
Area and Each Registration State, 1963-Con.
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Table l-39. Marriages by Previous Marital Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident
Married, by Type of Ceremony: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration
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Table

SECTION 1 - MXRRIAGES
l-39.

Marriages

by Previous

Marital

Status of Bride and of Groom,

by Resident

Status in State Where

Married,
by Type of Ceremony:
Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration
State, 1963~Con.
(Basedon sampledata. For sampledesignand samplingvartiilitg, see Technical Appendix. Figuresfar widowedanddivorcedexcludedatafor Laublma, nuehlgan,andohlo;
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SECTION 1 - MARRIAGES
Table l-39. Marriages by Previous’ Marital Status of Bride and of Groom, by Resident
Married, by Type of Ceremony: Marriage-Registration
Area and Each Registration
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Table l-40. Marriages: United States, Each State and County, 1963-Con.
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Table l-40. Marriages: United States, Each State and County, 1963sCon.
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Variability

of the

Divorce

Statistics

In the tables which present statistics based on data from probability samples
of divorce records, small frequencies have high sampling variability, which
limits their usefulness. The sampling errors are shown in table 4-8 in the
Technical Appendix. It is suggested that any number smaller than those
shown below be interpreted simply as “small” rather than as any more precise value. The true number would very probably be within 60 percent of the
figure shown in the table.
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NOTES
Reporting

areas

Marriage dats are shown for both Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Divorce totals are shown for both Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and detailed divorce statistics for the Virgin Islands only.
Geographic

classification

Data are shown by place of occurrence. Totals are shown for the local
areas St. Croix Island and St. John and St. Thomas Islands (the latter two
combined) in the Virgin Islands and for the primary geographic subdivisions,
“municipios,”
in Puerto Rico. Courts empowered to grant divorces are
located only in a few municipios in Puerto Rico; residents of other municipios
obtain divorces in these courts.
Race

and color

For 1963, brides and grooms are not shown by color for either Puerto
Rico or the Virgin Islands. Husbands and wives divorced in 1963 sre classified as white or nonwhite for the Virgin Islands.
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Section 4-the Technical Appendix-includes
informationabout the sample specifications, sampling errors, and completeness of reporting for
these statistics from Puerto Rico and the Virgin ISlands.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1963, two methods were used to coilect statistics on
marriages and divorces or annulments. Total numbers of
marriages and divorces for States and counties are complete counts provided by State and local officials in all parts
of the United States. Data on the characteristics pf these
events and the persons involved in them, however, are
based on samples of marriage and divorce records from
the marriage- and divorce-registration
areas. Marriage
totals by month of occurrence were secured by both metbods. Sources of marriage and divorce data since 1867 are
shown in table 4-1; a description of these sources can be
found in Section 7, Volume III, of Vital Statistics of the
United States, 1960.
Marriage-

and divorce-registration

areas

In order to promote regular, timely, and complete reporting, marriage- and divorce-registration
areas similar.
to those developed for the collection of natality and mortality
statistics were established in 1957 and 1958, respectively.
The areas consist of @ose States and independent registration areas that meet the following criteria:
1. Central files of marriage or divorce records
2. A statistical report form that includes items conforming
closely to those on the Standard Record of Marriage (fig.
4- 1) or Standard Record of Divorce or Annulment (fig. 4-2)
3. Regular and timely reporting by all local areas
4. Agreement on tests of marriage or divorce registration
completeness and accuracy,. carried out in cooperation
with the National Center for Health Statisqcs (NCHS)
Table 4-2 shows when central files were established
and when the States and independent areas beganparticipating in the regietration areas. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 indicate
area
the areas participating in the marriage-registratiou
(MRA) an@ tbe divorce-registration
area (DRA) in 1963 as
well as mose maintaining central files of records of marriage and of divorce or antiulment but not in tbe registration
areas. In 1963, 35 States wereintbeMRA, the same number
as in 1961 and 1962, and 22 inthe DRA, Rhode Island having
been added; in gddition, the District of Columbia, New Orleans, and Puerto Rico were included in tde MRA and the
Virgin Islands in both tbe MRA and DRA. In 1963, marriages in the MRA represented 62.5 percent of the national
total, about the same percent as in 1962; comparable percentages for the DRA are 35.7 for 1963 and 35.6 for 1962.
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Statistics
based
from records

on information

In 1960 a probability sample program was initiated for
collecting marriage and divorce statistics; for earlier years
they were compiled from predesigned tables submitted by
the States. The processing of data from samples of records
was continued in 1961-63 but with four principal modifications:
1. In 1963 tbe sizes of both the marriage and divorce samples of records from the registration areas were more
than’double those for 1960-62. This was accbmplished,
continuing substantially the same sample design, by increasing the minimum sample sizes for each State-and
the sampling rates accordingly-to
the figures presented
in the discussion of sample design and in tables 4-5 and
4-6. These expansions resulted in reductions in sampling
errors of frequencies for the registration areas in the
range of about one-fourth up to one-half.
2. For 1963, copies of all marriage records, except for a
sample selected and reported for Neti York, and of all
divorce records from the registration areas were inspected and sampled in the National Center for Health
Statistics. This, resulted in more centralized controls.
over sampling procedures and specifications and inmore
detailed information about the types of nonsampling
errors described in a later section of this appendix.
3. The 1961, 1962, and 1963 programs were limited ro
samples obtained from the MRA and DRA, whereas the
1960 program was nationwide and consisted of samples
from the .MRA, tbe DRA , and the remainder of the Nation.
Hence the national and regional statistics estimated for
1960 are not available for subsequent years.
4. Indiana, Massachusetts, and the District of Columbia
were admitted to the MRA and Michigan and Missouri to
the DRA in 1961. Ohio and Rhode Island were added to
the DRA in 1962 and 1963, respectively.
The statistical tables for 1963 follow approximately
the same design 3s those for 1962. The organization of the
volume remains virtually unchanged. All tables of marriage
statistics except those for. Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are included in Se&ion 1, all tables of divorce statistics except those .for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
are in Section 2, tables of hothkinds of statistics for Puerto
Rico and the Virgin -Islands are in Section 3, and Section 4
is the Technical Appendix.
4-3
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State

and county

totals

The complete counts of marriages and divorces and
annulments for States and counties are published in tables
l-40
and 2-25 and State totals in tables l-4, 2-2, and 2-3.
Marriage and divorce totals by local areas for Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands are published in table 3-2. Marriage
totals by month of occurrence are shown for ail States in
table 1-5. The State and area totals shown in these tables
differ slightly from estimated totals based on the samples
for tke same States shown in all other tables in&is report.
County totals of marriages reported from 43 States and
the District of Columbia were based on data available in
central files. In the seven States and New York City lacking
central files, surveys were conducted. This was done by
State officials in Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Texas, and Washington and hy the city clerk in New York

4-l

City. Colorado county officials reported totals to NCHS on
a monthly basis.
Annual marriage totals were obtainedfor3,106counties
or equivalent areas of the United States. The annual marriage total for the United States is the sum of these figures.
No figures were obtained for 7 coupties.
The number of marriages performed was reported for
46 States. The number of marriage licenses issued was reported for Colorado, Kentucky, Nevada, Washington, anathe
District of Columbia as well as for 10 counties in Texas.
The number of marriage licenses is usually larger by 1 or
2 percent than the number of marriages performed. (See
page 2-1, Section 2, Volume I, Vital Statistics
of the Utifed
States,

1959.)

In 1963, total counts of divorces and annulments were
received from State officials of the 50 States and the District
of Columbia (table 2-25); data for some counties of Kentucky
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and New Mexico and for some parishes of Louisiana were
obtained from surveys of local officials conducted byNCHS.
In 10 States which did not maintain central files of divorce
records (Arizona, Colorado, Indiana, Minnesota, Nevada,
New Mexico, Oklahoma,- Texas, Washington, and West
Virginia), State officials conducted special surveys to obtain
county totals. The annual divorce and annulment totals thus
obtained cover 3,080 counties or equivalentlocal areas of the
United States; no totals were obtained for 33 counties.
The total number of divorces and annulments granted
in the United States in 1963 was prepared from the State
totals; an estimate for the nonreporting parishes of Louisiana
Was
included in the national figure. This estimate Was
based on the assumption that the divorce rate in the nonreporting areas of the State was identical with that for the
reporting areas.

Detailed

characteristics

All variables included in the 1963 tabulations are taken
from the marriage and divorce or annulment record forms
of all the registration States with the few exceptions indicated
in tables 4-3 and 4-4.
In table 4-3, the column headed “City or town” of marriage was deleted for 1963 and another column providing
information on the State of birth was added. Of the 35 States
participating in the marriage-registration
area in 1963, 27
specified the county where the marriage was performed. In
five of the remaining States, cities and towns are minor
civil divisions directly below the county level. In this respect, they are the equivalent of townships in many other
States.
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AREAS

PARTICIPATING
MAiNTAlNlNG

IN THE MARRIAGE-REGISTRATION
CENTRAL

Information on race or color was not available for marriages in the States of Ohio andCaliforniaand was not tabulated for New Jersey, because of incompleteness of reporting.
Estimates of the number of civil and religious ceremonies were made by distinguishing between officiants who
were clergymen and those who were civil officials. These
data were not tabulated for Ohio and Kentucky. No information about the officiant appeared on the Ohio form and only
the name of the person performing the ceremony was requested on the Kentucky records. In the latter case the title
was frequently but not regularly reported.
Among characteristics
of the bride and groom, either
age at marriage or date of birth or both appeared on the
record forms of aII registration States. Place of residence
was found on ail forms, but State was not specified on several
of them. Birthplace was requested on all forms except that
of the District of Columbia. Some data about the marital
history of the bride and groom were also available from
all MRA States. However, the record forms of Ohio and

FILES: ,UNITED

STATES,

AREA

AND

THOSE

1963

Michigan included only information about the number of
previous marriages of each person; hence they provided no
data about the marital status of previously married brides
and grooms. These data were also lacking on outdated reporting forms used in a few local offices in Louisiana. In
addition, items appearing on four State forms (Idaho, Kansas,
Maryland, and Oregon) did not provide data on the number
of marriages of previously married persons.
Items tabulated for divorces were found on the record
forms of States included in the DRA with only five exceptions: Kansas requested no data on residence of husband and
wife; Nebraska and Virginia requested no data onnumber of
times parties to the divorce had been married; Nebraska
requested no data on party to whom decree was granred: and
Ohio requested no data on color. The variables on all records in the DRA were date and place where the decree was
granted, age or date of birth, date and place of marriage
(date of marriage was used for computing duration of marriage to decree), the number of children involved, legal
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PARTICIPATING
MAINTAINING

APPENDIX

IN THE DIVORCE-REGISTRATION
CENTRAL

FILES: UNITED

STATES.

AREA

AND

THOSE

1963

MAINTAINING
CENTRAL FILES OF DIVORCE RECORDS, SUT NOT
PARTlClF’ATlNG IN THE REG,GTRAT,ON AREA

grounds for the decree, and which party was the plaintiff.
Several additional items were $oundonthemarriageand
the divorce forms of a number of States. These included
occu$ion,
mailing address, religion; and last grade of
school completed. Some marriage forms included one
or two items about the parents of the bride and the groom.
Several divorce reporting forms included birthplace, date
of separatfon of the couple, and data about such legal
matters as the contesting of the initial action, custody of
children, and arrangements for financial support. None
of these items were tabulated for 1963.

DESIGN

OF THE

SriMPLES

Information about the structure of the samples is shown
in tables 4-5 and 4-6. The marriage sample was designed to
yield estimates of area totals as well as frequency distributions and estimates of their parameters. These estimates

were made for the marriage-registration
area and for each
State in the registration area.
A sampling rate was selected for each State so that the
resulting sample would be at least 2,500 records. Seven
different sampling rates were designated for States in the
marriage-registration
area-all
records, l/2, l/5, l/10,
l/20, l/25, and l/40. The l/40 sampling ratewas used only
in California.
Sampling procedures in the divorce sanmle parallel
those for the marriage sample except for the size of the
sample from each registration
State and the number of
strata Into which the DRA States were grouped. A sampling
rate was selected for each State so that the resulting sample
would be at least 1,000 records. Five different sampling
rates were designated for States in the divorce-registration
area-all records, l/2, l/S, l/10, and l/20. The l/20 sampling rats was used only in Ohio.
While each State’s records were sampled independently, in computing sampling errors for the marriage- and
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divorce-registration
areas each of the groups of States
with a uniform sampling rate was treated as a strahnn.
Estimated sampling errors shown for the MRA and the
DRA using these groups of States as strata are Iikely to
be somewhat larger than those that might have been cornputed using each State as a stratum.
DEVELOPMENT
Source

OF THE

STATISTICS

of the records

The selection of sample records and payments to be
made by NCHS were arranged for each reporting area. For
marriages, the records to be sampled referred to all marriages performed within the 35 States and the District of
Columbia which composed the MRA during 1963, irrespective of the date of issue of the license or registration of the
marriage. Sampling procedures followed in individual States
were also followed in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands;
data for these areas are published in Section 3 of this volume. For divorces, the records to be sampled referred to
al.l decrees of absolute ‘divorce and of annulment that were
granted during 1963 within the 22 States which compose the
DRA. Data from Rhode Island were Included for the first
time. Reports of these events were also received from the
Virgin Islands and are published in Section 3. In States
where interlocutory
divorce decrees are granted, those
granted late in the year 1963 became finalin 1964 and those
granted late in 1962 became final in -1963.It is possible’that
some interlocutory
decrees never become final because of
death or reconciliation., but it is believed thatthe number of
such cases is small. In all these States except Utah divorce
when
records are filed in the State office of vital StatiStiCS
Interlocutory decrees are granted and not when they become
final. For this reason, Utah divorces are included in the
sample by year when they became final. In most cases, interlocutory divorces become final automatically after the
lapse of a certain period of time.
I
Variables

tabulated

From the marriage records of States in the MRA, the
following variables were tabulated: month of marriage, age,
color, marital status, number of this marriage, county and
State of residence of bride and of groom, and type of ceremony performed. The basic items for divorce were age,
color, number of this marriage, residence of the defendant,
place and duration of the marriage, and the number of children in the family being dissolved. Legal items &SSifying
the party who was the plaintiff, the person to whom the decree was granted, and the legal grounds for the decree were
also tabulated.

of certificates reported by States and local areas. These
data are available for the entireNation. Intables l-6 through
l-15 statistical estimates (rates, medians, percentages, etc.)
which have been derived from the frequencies shown in later
tables are presented.
In the last and largest group of tables, 1-16 through
l-39, the frequency distributions shown are estimated from
the samples of marriage certificates processed in NCHS.
The arrangement of these tables has been revised since
1962. Distributions of brides and grooms by the basic variables of age, whether or not previously married, marital
status before marriage, number of the reported marriage,
and color are grouped in tables l-16 through l-27. In five
of these, tahles l-19 through l-23, a systematic presentation of age and marital status as factors in the selection
of marriage partners is featured by presenting crossclassifications of these characteristics of brides by those of
their grooms. Tables l-28,1-29, andl-30show distributions
in the time (month and day of week) of the marriages. The
following six tables, 1-31 through l-36,includethestatistics
which provide some Information about two types of migration of the brides and grooms-whether or not they migrated
from their States of residence to other States td marry and
whether or not their States of residence and of marriage
differed from their native States. The dataonnativity StatUS
were not tabulated in 1960-62. In tables I-37 through l-39
data are presented on age and other characteristics of brides
and grooms who were married in civil and in religious ceremonies.
The principal statistical estimates and tabulations added
to the published data since 1962 are (1) marriage rates
specific by age and previous marital SHUNS (table I-6),
(2) interquartile
age ranges for brides and grooms of each
previous marital status (table l-7), and (3) ffve tables of
additional data on the nativity and resident statuses of brides
and grooms in the States where they were married (l-33
through 1-36 and l-39).
The tables for divorce follow the same general outline
used in the 1962 volume. As the proportion of records included in the sample was higher in 1963 than in 1962 a more
detailed breakdown of the data was possible in most tables,
One significant change is the inclusion of tables on divorces
by color of husbandcross-tabulated by color of wife, divorces
by month the marriage was performed, and divorces by all
legal grounds mentioned in the decree.
Divorce tabulations feature detailed analyses of variation in duration of the marriage dissolved and in number of
children involved. These are critical variables-thefirst
as
an index of marital and family stability and the second as a
part of an estimate of the number ofpersons affected by the
dissolutions of these marriages.
Tabulation

Arrangement

of the tables

The overall order and the content of the tables of
marriage and divorce statistics resemble those for 1962.
Marriage statistics (Section 1) are presented in three
principal groups of tables. Tables l-i through 1-5 and the
last table, I-40, Include the statistics compiled fromcounts

of grounds

for divorce

Detailed tabulations were prepared for 1963 on legal
grounds for decree. As about 12 percent of the decrees were
granted on two or more legal grounds, two tables showing
this variable are published. Table 2-22 shows the distribution of all legal grounds mentioned; in this table the sum of
all frequencies for a State is larger than the number of di.
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vorces. In table Z-21, decrees with multiple grounds are
classified to the most specific ground as follows:
1. “Adultery” includes all cases where this ground was
mentioned, irrespective of other grounds.
2. “Bigamy or fraud” includes all cases where either or
both of these two grounds were mentioned, irrespective
of other grounds.
3. “Conviction of crime” includes all cases where this
ground was mentioned, irrespective of other grounds.
4. “Drunkenness” includes all cases where this groundwas
mentioned, irrespective of other grounds.
5. “Desertion or abandonment” includes cases where either
or both of these grounds were mentioned, except those
included in categories 1 through 4.
6. “Neglect or nonsupport” includes cases where nonsupport, gross neglect, neglect of duty, and failure to provide are mentioned separately or in any combination,
except those included in categories 1 through 5.
7. “Cruelty” includes cases where this ground is mentioned, except those included in categories 1 through 6.
8. “Indignities” includes cases where this groundwas meationed, except those included in categories 1 through 7.
9. “Incompatibility”
includes cases where this ground was
mentioned, except those included in categories 1
through 8.
10. “Other” includes cases with legal grounds not covered
in categories 1 through 9.
As no decree was granted on combinations of the four
grounds adultery, bigamy and fraud, conviction of crime,
and drunkenness, categories 1, 2, 3, and 4 are mutually
exclusive.
Estimating

procedures

Area totaLi.-Before
data were tabulated and statistics
estimated, adjustments were made in order to reconcile
totals estimated from samples received with pretabulated
counts for each reporting area. The procedures were as
follows:
For marriages, as in previous years, no adjushnent was
made for a State in which the complete count and the sample
estimate differed by 1 percent or less. A difference of more
than 1 percent was found for the District of Columbia, Kentucky, Massachusetts, and Puerto Rico. None of these discrepancies exceeded 4 percent. In twocases,Massachusetts
and Puerto Rico, the published totals are based on samples
taken from microfilmed records reported to the National
Center for Health Statistics. In the other two cases the reported totals were counts of marriage licenses issued and
are published as reported, but the totals estimated from
samples of marriages occurring in 1963 are published in
all tables based on sample data.
For divorces, ‘adjustments were made if the pretabulated
count for a reporting State differed from the estimated total
based on the sample by more than 1 percent. It was found
that the sample from one State, Utah, was short 352 records,
representing 704 events, less than 1 percent of the divorce
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total of 152,594 for all registration States combined. In all
detailed divorce tables tb.e number of not stated cases was
increased for this State in order to bring its total up to
figures representing complete samples.
Frequencies.-Procedures
for estimating frequency
distributions for various aharacteristics were similar for
the marriage and divorce samples. Frequencies were estimated in two steps:
1. Each sample case, and all items tabulated for that case,
was assigned a weight which was the reciprocal of the
probability (or sampling ratio) used to select the case.
Thus if a marriage record was selected from a State
with a probability of l/10, each item on that record was
multiplied by 10, whereas if 100 percent of the records
were processed from a State, each item on each such
record was multiplied hy 1.
2. Frequencies were estimated by summing the inflated
numbers of cases instead of tabulating the number of
sample cases. Thus each frequency distribution, such as
age at marriage of first-married
brides, is a sum of the
weighted sample cases included.
It should be noted that the weights for all sample records are identical within each registration-area State. However, as shown in tables 4-5 and 4-6, the weights for individual MRA States vary from 1 to 40 and those for the DRA
States vary from 1 to 20. Therefore, insofar as any given
subtotal is composed of uniqueproportions of weightedcases
from the various States, the sampling error for each subtotal will be unique. This means that any two approximately
equal subtotals may have different sampling errors.
in the analytical tables
Percents and rates .-Percents
were computed from data excluding numbers of not stated
cases. All rates appearing in the analytical tables were
based on populations from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
These are populations estimated as of July 1, 1963, present
in the area and including Armed Forces stationed in the
area but excluding Armed Forces abroad.
Values were allocated to cases of “‘not stated” on marriage statistics for age of bride andof groom and month and
day of week of the marriage. All of these variables have
been reported since 1960 with ‘99 percent or more completeness on samples of records from the MRA. Procedures for
allocating age are shown below.
1. In case’only the age of one partner was reported, the
age of the other was allocated as follows:
Allocated age of groom = 1.14 (age of bride) - 0.35
Allocated age of bride = 0.88 (age of groom) + 0.31
If month of marriage was not stated, it was allocated by
assigning months in sequence to each such case-for
example June, July . . . December, January . . . . If date
of marriage was not stated, it was allocated by assigning
in sequence the numbers 1, 2, 3 . . . 28, 1, 2, 3 . . . .
2. If the ages of both partners were not stated, ages allocated to each were those of the last preceding couple in
the run of sample records. Because of the difference
between ages of widowed and other brides and grooms
the following restriction was placed on this procedure.
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If neither person in the couple with ages not reported
was widowed, ages were allocated from the last preceding couple in which neither partner was widowed; if
one or bath partners were widowed, ages were allocated
from the. last preceding caupie in which bath were
widowed. In cases of runs of more than five of either
type of couple with age not statedprespecifiedages were
substituted until another case with reportedages became
available. Tbere were 261 sample csses (0.2 percent)
in which age of both bride and groom was not stated.
Children
involvea is &orces.--Procedures
far estimating the number of children reported in divorce suits
presented a special problem. ‘lhe number of children was
estimated far each registration State, the DRA, and the United
States. In order to obtain a State total, the category “children not stated” was first distributed in accordance with
the distribution of divorces by number of childrenreported.
Then the number of divorces in each category with a given
number of children was multiplied by the number of chihiren
per divorce (that is, the number of divorces involving one
child was multiplied by 1, the number involving two children
was multiplied by 2, etc.). The sum of the products is the
estimate of the number of children of divorced parents in a
given regisaatian State, and the sum of State estimates far
participating States is the estimate far thepRA. The national
estimate was obtained by multiplying the combined estimates
far 14 of the DRA States by the ratio of the 1960 nitianal
estimate of children based an the nationwide sample and the
comparable figure far the 14 States combined. The ratio is
5.40039, and the 14 States aye Geargia,Idsha, Iowa, Kansas.
Maryland, Montana,‘Nebraska. Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia, Wisconsin. and Wyoming.

SAMPLING

ERRORS

Each estimate campmed from samples, except statistics far States where the sample includes all records,
has a sampling error ( ,, ). Since all casesin these samples
were selected with known probabilities, this sampling error
can be computed. far each estimate. Each sampling error
shown in tables 4-7 and 4-8 is the amount which, when added
to and subtracted from the estimated frequency or percent,
gives the Interval within which the actual quantity being estimated would lie in approximately two out of three samples
of equal size. Far example, if the sample estimate of the
number of wives under 20 years of age at the time of divorce in 1963 is 15,000, and if the sampling error far this
estimate is 320, the probability is about 2/3 that this
sample estimate is within 320 of the true total and about
95/100 that this estimate is within two sampling errors
(640) of the true total.
In order to facilitate comparisons of sampling errors
between registration
States with widely varying totals of
marriages or divorces, the sampling errors sre shown far
frequencies expressed as percents of State or registration
area totals. The sampling error far the estimated percent
corresponding to each frequency can be computed by dividing the ssmpling error shown far the frequency by the total
number of events reported far the srea. As an example of
the procedures described abave far the States andregistra-

tian areas, suppose the number of nonwhite marriages in
California to be 12,068, or 10 percent of the total far the
State. The errar shown in table 4-7 far this frequency is
651. ,By adding and subtracting 651 from 12,068, we obtain
the interval 11,417 to 12,719; the chances are about 68 out
of 100 that the actual number of nonwhite marriages is in
this interval. In order ta obtain the sampling error far 10
percent itself, divide 651 by the State total, 120,680, with a
resulting ssmpliig error of 0.5 percent. Thus the chances
are about 68 out of 100 that the actual percent of nonwhite
marriages in California falls between 9.5 and 10.5.
The standard error of a proportion in a subgroup of a
subtotal-say,
the proportion of nonwhite marriages in the
age group 15-19 years-may be estimated from theformula

P,. is the proportion the denominator is of the total msrriages of the State. Px is the prapartianthe numerator is of
the State total. Siis the standard error of the denominator,
and .s; is the standard error of thenumerator. N is the total
number of marriages far the State. Use of this equation can
be best illustrated by an example. Suppose far the State of
Alabama that 40 percent of themarriages ofnonwhite brides
from the sample feIl into the age group 15-19 years and we
went to approximate the standard error of this proportion.
Suppose also that the estimated number of nonwhite marriages far the entire State was 9,000 and that the number
falling into the age group 15-19 years was 3,600. Nine
thousand marriages is close ta 25 percent (pu ), and 3,600
is close to 10 percent (P, ) of the 35,520 (jv) marriages in
Alabama during 1963. From table 4-7 we find that far Alabama the standard error of 9,000 is 245 (s;) and of 3,600
is 170 (Si). Substituting these values into the formula we
obtain

s ,&25)*
P

(170)’

- (.lO)r (245)’

=: -016

(.25)’ (35,520)

Therefore the chances are about 68 in lOOthat the true praportion is between .384 and .416.
To determine if two proportions are significantly different, divide the difference by thesqunrerootof the sum of
the squares of their standard errors. If the quotient of this
division is greater than 2, then the probability that the difference is due to chance is less than 1 in 20.1 (The figure
2 is the rounded value of “Student’s” 1 at the 5-percent
level of significance far the hypothesis that tbe difference
between the two estimates is zero when samples are
large, i.e., containing about 60ormarecases.)Ta
Illustrate,
suppose we wish ta compare the proportion of nonwhite msrriages

in the 15-19 age group for the two States of Alabama

$,len M.‘#alkerandJoseph
Lev:&%ZtiSti&Inferenca.ElewYork.Holt,
andlri:j,ktin, L953. pp. 154-t57.

Rinehart
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and Louisiana. Assume that the proportions were 0.40 with
standard error .016 for Alabama and 0.44 with standard
error .019 for Louisiana. Division of the difference by the
square root of the sum of the squares of the standard errors
gives us
(.44 - .40)
= 1.6
&.016)’

+ (.019)’

This value is less than 2; therefore the difference between
the two proportions may well have been due to chance.

COMPLETENESS
TYPES

OF THE

OF NONSAMPLING

DATA

AND

ERRORS

Estimates of the 1963 marriage and divorce statistics
would vary if the records were stipled repeatedly. This
variation, described above, is error due to sampling. There
are several other sources of variation from accuracy in
statistics, most of which are little affected by the size or
design of the sample. For example, items may be missing
from reporting forms and hence are not reportable: items,
though appearing on a form, may bevagueand ambiguous or
may elicit responses which are specific but not codeable for
the statistical tabulations in this volume; or data may be
submitted on outdated record forms.

Types of nonsampling

errors

In the first part of this presentation several sources of
nonsampling errors are classified and described. The immediate sources of the errors are the principal bases for
the classifications, These errors arise from lack of responses to items on reporting forms, from variations in
items requested on the forms, from inadequate coding or
tabulating instructions, and so forth.
Responses not completed.-Errors
arise from failure
to complete an item requestedon a certificate or from illegibility of a recorded response. Also included are responses
to all items on the records which were not reported. Percentages shown in tables 4-9 and 4-10 represent such responses (not completed) for the marriage- and divorceregistration
areas. For individual States the percentages
shown also represent estimates of missing responses, except for those figures foomoted as not reportable.
The small proportions of not completed responses on
the marriage records for month and day of marriage and
for age were allocated to known observations by methods
previously explained in this appendix.
Not reportable data..--There are two sources of nonreportability of data. First, because of variations in the record
forms on whichmarriageanddivorcestatistics
arereported,
coverage for some variables is not complete for the
marriage- or divorce-registration
area. If an item-say,
color-did
not appear on the form In regular use in a State
for reporting marriage or divorce statistics in 1963, all responses on that item are classified as not reportable. Second,

I
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if certain categories of a variable. such as marital status,
could not be distinguished because of the wordingof an itern
on a record form, only these categories were classified as
not reportable. For example, for a few States information
about whether or not the bride and groom had been previously married was reported but data on the number of
marriages of previously married persons was not, sincethe
item on the form did not specify that the latter should be
stated.
The percentages of not stated cases classified as not
reportable in tables 4-9 and 4-10 are based on estimates of
incomplete coverage from both sources. Footnotes to entries
under each variable identify the specific reporting areas for
which each item was not reportable.
In a few cases an item wasnotreportable on part of.the
records submitted by a State because outdated reporting
forms which did not include the item were among the records
received. Numbers of such cases were small andscattered.
They are included with the not completed group with one
exception-two
forms used by several local offices in one
State did not provide for reporting data by which widowed
and divorced marital statuses could be classified. It was
decided not to code these marital statuses for marriages
reported from this State.
Inconsistent, inappropriate, and other irregulw responses.-Some nonsampling errors apply to responses
made to items and to other entries on individual records.
Response errors other than missing or illegible responses
were of several kinds. One of the most frequent was that
the reported marital status prior to this marriage was not
consistent with the reported number of the marriage. Other
illustrations
of such responses are (1) age was reported as
“21 plus,” (2) age was reported in response to an item requesting date of birth, and (3) the date a marriage. certificate
was signed by the bride and groom, though supposedly the
date of the marriage, was occasionally a later date than that
on which the marriage was recorded by the local registration
official. Age and date of birth, when they are both reported,
are not always consistent.
Items not phrased to elicit responses needed for the
statistics.-Some
of the items as they appear on forms are
not presented in a way that elicits the responses needed for
obtaining the desired statistics. Three types of errors are
included in this category.
First, an item may be subject to different interpretations, only one of which yields adequate responses. For example, an item designated “number of marriage” appears
on a few forms. For one of these forms responses obtained .
from some local offices reported number of previous marriages, while moat offices reported the number of the
present marriage.
Second, items may not be explicit, but many responses
may be adequate because additional verbal instructions
clarify the item or conscientious recorders.obtaincomplete
information. Several forms do not specify the place names
(State, county, etc.) toberecordedwhenreportingresidence.
On one such form, both city or town and State names were
often recorded but a number of reports carried only city or
town names. At first it was assumed that these residences
were in the State submitting the records, but sample checks
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indicated that this was not uniformly true. Nevertheless,
many local recorders had noted the State of residence despite
the fact that it was not specifically requested.
Third, items may be specific and explicit, but may not
request enough information to permit classification of more
complex cases. Data for classifying the marital status
before marriage of persons who were previously married
are usually obtained from an item asking whether the last
marriage ended in death, divorce, or annulment. If this item
requests the number of previous marriages ending in each
manner, those persons with two or more previous marriages
ending in different manners (e.g., one in death and one in
divorce) cannot be coded, since the form does not ask which
of the marriages was most recent.
Errors in the arrangement of the recmas. -Errors
in
the arrangement of the records received on microfilm in
NCHS are of two main types. Numbers on the records ‘are
out of sequence, missing, or duplicated, or records which
are not part of the population being sampled are included in
the file. Both of these sources of errors increase the pos. sibflities of inaccurate basic counts of records.
Errors in coding and tabulating the aata.-Errors
in
coding and tabulating probably arise from as many different
sources as do reporting errors. Coding instructions may
not provide rules for some decisions coders are expected
to make, and individual judgments may be substituted. Ambiguities and inconsistencies can also appear in coding
instructions. A coder may consistently make “wrong” decisions.
The procedures for coding data in the National Center
for Health Statistics included lOO-percent verification of
coding, and the usual edfting of data for impossible codes
can be applied to all of the data to reduce errors in classification and tabulation.
.
Locating

and estimating

nonsampling

errors

A beginning has been made toward estimating the effects
of nonsampling errors on the accuracy and reliabilityof
the
statistics in this volume.
Since 1960, samples of records of marriages and divorces have been reported to the National Center for Health
Statistics. From these samples, estimates have been prepared each year of numbers of not stated cases on each
statistical variable for each reporting area.
For these not stated cases two types of nonsampling
error were distinguished above as having different sources “not reportable” error, arising from failure to report because an item did not appear on a reporting form, and “not
completed” error, arising from failure to report an item
which was requested on the form. Estimates of the number
of not stated cases arising from each of these sources indicate in 1963, as they did in 1960-62, that amajor proportion of the not stated cases on marriage statistics arise
from the absence of items on some of the reporting forms.
On the other hand, the majority of not stated items on records of divorce and annulment arise from lack of response
to some of the ftems requested onthereporting forms. This
is especially true for personal items about husbands and
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wives heing divorced, such as age, color, andnumber of the
marriage being ended, in contrast to legal items, such as
grounds for granting the decree of divorce.
In 1960 as well as in 1963 estimates were prepared for
the registration areas of the number of responses not completed and of cases not reportable for each variable tabulated.
The procedures followed in preparing the 1963 estimates
published in tables 4-9 and 4-10 were more detailed and
explicit than in 1960, chiefly in the coding of residence data.
The 1963 changes had the effect of barring guesses by
coders; hencetbeyprobably acted to increase the number of
cases coded as not stated.
Estimatesof the number of responses not completea.Numbers of times responses were not completed were estimated by subtracting the not reportable responses from all
responses not stated. This category includes missing and
illegible responses and cases of records not received, It
also includes a few responses which were called not stated
because, though given, they were inappropriate. For example,
numbers were written on a few sample records from one
State instead of marital statuses (single, widowed, or divorced). Checks of problems as they arose yielded evidence
of only scattered instances of such responses.
For the marriage-registration
area, the largest proportion of responses not completed was for color of bride
and groom (4.3 percent in each case). This is a marked
increase over the proportions estimated for 1960 (1.4 percent for brides and 1.1 for grooms). Among other items only
State of birth, coded for the first time in 1963, had proportions of not completed responses larger than 3 percent,
Among the variables coded in both years, color and resident
status in place where married had higher proportions of
responses not completed in 1963 than in 1960. None of the
responses not completed arose from nomeceipt of records
in 1963 (though there were small differences between State
totals as reported and as estimated from the sample). In
1960 records not reported made up anestimated0.4 percent
of all marriages in the MRA.
For divorce dam from the divorce-registration
area,
age at decree could not be completed for approximately 46
percent of the husbands and of the wives. Among the States,
percentages not completed ranged from less than 1 (in Iowa
and Wisconsin) to over 95 percent in two States. In general,
items of personal information were less complete than legal
items and information about the marriage. One possible
explanation for the incompleteness in reporting personal
items is that in several States the local court official responsible for reporting the data is not empowered to require
completion of the reporting form but can only secure information if it is entered in transcripts of court proceedings on
the case. Among the items with the highest percentages completed were (1) whether the plaintiff was the husband, wife,
both, or a third party; (2) the month of marriage; (3) duration of marriage; and (4) legal grounds for the decree.
In the case of the divorce records, those which were
not received (though counts of the decrees were reported)
made up an estimated 26.5 percent of the decrees granted
in one State but only 0.5 percent of all decrees granted in
the DRA. Items for these divorces were included with not
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completed responses. Aside from this instance, discrepancies of totals estimated from the samples and totals counted
from record files were minor.
Estimation of data not reportable.-On
the marriage
records for the marriage-registration
area the variable
“color” had a high proportion of cases inwhich the data were
not reportable (18.6 percent’); this proportion increased
greatly since 1960, when it was 7.8 percent. The increase
since 1960 arose primarily from the removal of the item
from the California reporting form.
Proportions of not reportable cases were also large
(9.5 percent) for items used in distinguishing between civil
and religious ceremonies. Most of theremainingnonreporting cases arose from variation in the items from which
information about the marital history of previouslymarried
brides and grooms was obtained, particularly marital status
prior to the current marriage. In areas requesting these
data incompleteness of reporting was about 1 percent, thus
holding the total proportions not stated to 5-6 percent.
Gains in uniformity in the marital history items should be
reflected in marked reductions in proportions of not stated
cases. The item “State of birth” was missing on only one
form; this accounted for less than 1 percent of all cases
reported.
In the statistics on divorces and annulments, an item
on race or color was missing fromonlyone reporting form,
but this accounted for 15.6 percent of all divorces reported
for the divorce-registration
area. The number of times
husband and wife were married was not requested on two
forms, and data for classifying residence of the defendant and
to whom the decree was granted were each missing from
one form.
In summary, the item for which reportability
(i.e.,
coverage) within both registration areas is least complete
is race or color. Reportability for items aboutprevious marriages is also inadequate and, in the case of marriages,
could be improved through the adoption of items which are
comparable to those appearing in the recommended standard
certificate;
the overall completeness would probably increase to 98 percent or more.
Errors in responses report&.-To
date, the number of
responses in error has not been estimated on each variable.
Those that could not be coded are included in the figures for
responses not completed. Special sample observations of
problems which arose in coding and editing the 1963 data
have indicated several specific instances of this source of
error and their locations in reporting areas. About one-eighth
of the marriage records sampled from one State had codes
instead of responses to the item %umber of previous marriages”: most of them were from one local office. On scattered records from several areas the previous marital status
reported was inconsistent with the number ofpreviousmarriages.
Other potential sources for more data on inconsistencies
exist in some of the State files of records, in querying proI!Tllc percentage for 1963 was inflated by B or 3 percentage points since
NCWJersey had partly shifted to a reporting form to which an item for race
or‘ color data was restored, but tha prior form that lacked the item was still
in widespread use.
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grams, and in legal requirements buthavenot been analyzed
to yield estimates of nonsampling error arising from misreporting. For example, inconsistencies between reported
age and date of birth and between the marital history items
mentioned above were queried ina few States. In at least one
State the feasibility of matching divorce records to the marriage records for couples married and divorced in the same
State has been demonstrated; hence any information reported
on both records can be compared.
Errors arising from phrasing of items on reporti?&?
forms.-Lack
of uniformity of items on the various reporting
forms and phrasing of items which do not yield kinds of
responses needed become clearly evident during coding.
Therefore information about these sources of error is much
more complete than that about irregularities or inconsistencies in the responses themselves. In spite of this, estimates of the number of errors attributable tothese sources
are difficult to make. Instructions given to persons reporting
data in response to vague or ambiguous items may differ
so that adequate responses are given in some but not all
cases. Items which were most frequently sources of error
were those requesting geographic place names (residence,
place of marriage, and place of birth) and those requesting
data about previous marriages. Of the 36 marriage reporting
forms in use in 1963 (35 MRA States and the District of Columbia) 6 did not specify the geographic areas to be designated when reporting residence and two others didnot specify
that State was to be reported. Twenty-one requested place
names, such as county or, inNew England, town, which were
subdivisions of States and hence could be used to classify all
locations in these States. Four State forms didnot designate

any geographic names to be reported for the place at which
the marriage occurred, and 13 forms did not do so for birthplace. In most cases, State was reported even when not
specified, but on records from one State local place names
from adjacent States were reported without a State name.
County was almost never reported, either for residence or
place of marriage, unless specificallyrequested.Tabulation
of this item was dropped in 1962 because of the ambiguities
encountered in determining counties from reported names
of cities and towns. Variations in phrasing of items requesting data about previous marriages were sources of problems
in a few cases andof uncertainty about undetectable variation
in interpretations
in a few others. Despite variation in
phrasing of items requesting marital status the checks during coding and inspection of resulting distributions have not
indicated any evident biases in responses other than nonresponse due to items missing from a few forms. However,
the explicit request, to previously married persons, for the
manner in which the last marriage ended (death, divorce,
or annulment) appears on only 12 of the marriage reporting
fO?Xl-lS.

Variation in the’phrasing of items on the 22 divorce
reporting forms was less than on those for marriages, though
geographic place names were not clearly requested in several cases. State of residence was not explicitly asked for
on four forms, and county on nine forms. Address, rather
than residence, was requested on seven forms. On eight
forms no geographic place names were specified for the
place at which tbe marriage occurred, and on seven forms
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no such names were specified for place of birth of husband
and wife. As in the case of marriages, responses usually
mentioned State even if it was notrequested. No attempt has
been made in the detailed statistics to use data requiring
classification of counties.
Errors
in arrangement of records submitted.-Errors
which were detected are limited to the obvious ones observed
in the course of selecting systematic samples. No detailed
order of records on microfilm has yet been developed for
reporting these records as in the case of birth and death
records. In one area permanent files of marriage records
were arranged by date of application for the license. Since
both the application and license are valid indefbiitely, a
number of records of marriages occurring in the current
year may be fonnd in files for earlier years. A recent check
indicates tbat 4-5 percent of records of the current year’s
marriages were so filed. Special arrangements to locate and
microfilm these records are made each year bythe National
Center for Health Statistics. In a few other cases relatively
small numbers of records of marriages occurring in earlier
or later years were interspersed with records for the data
year.
From another area several unnumbered records of marriages were submitted and a block of 50 numbers was repeated.
In one State reporting divorces, records were filed by
date of receipt instead of date the decree was granted. A
considerable number of the previous year’s records were
found among the current year’s records and had to be sampled and added to the previous year’s data.
Gross errors of these kinds were few, but they posed
olktacles
to more prompt publication of the data from all
reporting areas.
Errors
in coding and tabulating the d&a.-Errors
in
coding and tabulating are relatively unimportant. All coding
was verified 100 percent; taped data were edited for impossible codes and, where possible, for inconsistencies. In-

stances of impossible codes and inconsistencies in information about previous marriages were rechecked to the records. This editing and rechecking indicated only negligible
numbers of coding errors.

DEVELOPMENTS
IN IvIAbRIAGE AND
DIVORCE
PROGRAMS
SINGE 1960
Due to the nature of their subject matter, the previous
paragraphs have been a distinctly one-sided recital of deficiencies. For most of the data, the completeness and yearto-year consistency of many of the tabulations in this volume are evidence of both the reliability
and coverage
provided at all levels of the registration systems. The
records from all States in the registration areas were first
reported to the National Center for Health Statistics in 1960
and data prepared centrally; only samples of the records
were reported frommany States. The reporting was expanded
beginning with 1963 to include 100 percent of the records,
and the overall proportion of records included in the sample
processed has been more than tripled. Marriage rares
specific for age, sex, and previous marital stat118are being
initiated on an annual basis in 1963. States now improving
their registration systems preparatory to entering the registration areas are in most cases achieving levels of adequacy
of items on reporting forms and of reporting completeness,
especially for divorces, that ekceed tbe averages for the
States already included.
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Table 4-1. Sources of Marriage and Divorce Data: United States, 1867-1963
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Table 4-5. Marriage Sample-Sampling
Rates and Sample
Size: Marriage-Registration
Area, Each Registration
State, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands, 1963
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Table 46. Divorce Sample-Sampling
Rates and Sample
Size: Divorde-Registration
Area, Each Registration
State, and Virgin Islands, 1963
(Refersmmto eve* .mcuplh?withina 8111
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Table 4-7. Marriage Sample-Sampling
Error of Estimated Frequency Expressed as Percentage of Area Total:
Marriage-Registration
Area, Each Registration State, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands, 1963
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Table 4-8. Divorce

Sample-Sampling
Error of Estimated Frequency Expressed as Percentage of Area Total: DivorceRegistration Area, Each Registration State, and Virgin Islands, 1963
(Estimates
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by changes
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Table 4-9.
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Table 4-10. Percent of Divorces and Annulments “Not Stated” for Specific Characteristics:
Each Registration State, and Virgin Islands, 1963
(By@ace of occurrence.

Table 4-11. Population of Marriage- and DivorceRegistration Areas, 1957-63
amldatlLl”enumerated
asOf*tlrit 1 for lcl60andestimated
asOf.lulv 1 for a,, other

Divorce-Registration

Area,

Basedon sam,,le data)

Table 4-12. Estimates of $e Total Resident Population of
the United States: 1920-63
(Population
envmerated
as OfAIrit 1 for 1940.1950,and1960andeehded asOf
.Tuly1 far all otheryears.
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YEAR

I
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Table 4-13. Estimates of the Total Resident Population of the United Statee, Each Raon,
Puerto Fttco, and Yttn
Islands: July 1, 1963

Division.

and State,

Table 4-14. Estimates of the Unmarried Resident Population 14 Years of Age and Over, by Age, Marital
and Sex: Marriage-Registratton
Area, July 1, 1963

Status,

